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E R R A T A

page 11, Eq..(5-7) should read

4"

+ AM—

page 11, the sentence "below Eq-(5-7) should read:

The last two terms are identically zero. The reason for that is

that all graphs contributing to F(K ) have an odd number of mixed propagators

npk terms because of Furry's theorem.and so an odd number of

page 11), last sentence should read: „

If F(IT) were not zero a new term - 5- F(K ) would contribute
(n.k)2

to the full mixed propagator. Erase the rest of the sentence.

page 18, second sentence should read:

We also want to keep this condition for the renormalized charges

(although is not technically needed for the renormalization and the proof of

n independence) if we want the renormalized theory of give reasonable
I)

predictions
It)

page 19, remark 3 should read

3) We have covered only the case of spin j particles with only one

type of charge. The only difference as far as we can see. that the inclusion

of dyons might give rise to is the F term in the full mixed propagator. This

F would still be zero if independent electric and magnetic charge conjugation

is a symmetry. We have not dealt with the spin-0 matter field case.
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ABSTRACT

Subtraction of ultraviolet infinities in Zwanziger's local quantum

field theory" of charges and monopoles is described. It involves an infinite

number of graphs. The whole programme rests on the assumption that the

infinite summations involved do not give rise to pathological situations

and the Ward identities are satisfied even after the string cancellations.

The resulting finite theory is Lorentz invariant.
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1. INTRODUCTIi'N

Ten years ago Zwanziger presented n locaL Lagrangiar. density for

the quantum field theory of charges and monopoles. Ihifortunataiy, <ia always

happens with Dirac monopolp.s, thi.-, L-wangian density depends on an arbitrary

but fi.\ed 4-vector, say V\. , the remnant of the old "Dirac String"

Brandti Neri and Zwanzi&er " gave a proof that full Green's functions

of gauge invariant operators are n-ind,pendent, if Dirac's quantization

condition s> <\ . „ . .

between the electric and magnetic charges C^ , '£ { is satisfied. There

exists also a gauge invariant re£ularization of this quantum field theory

in the presence of which the proof of n-independence can be repeated

As emphasized.in Reference 5 the existence of these regulators

guarantees the n-independence of the finite Green's functions that might

result after any reasonable subtraction, provided that such a subtraction

scheme can be found. Ey reasonable subtraction we mean any subtraction that

does not introduce an n-dependenee in the finite subtracted Green's func-

tiqns. The purpose of the present work is to investigate the existence or

such a subtraction.

The whole discussion is carried out In the context of the standard,

LSZ reduction formula which has been used as a guide to the correct renorma-

lization of the parameters of the theory. Also the result of n-independence

of the renormalized S-matrlx is only valid If the standard reduction is used.

However, it should he emphasized that the LSK formulation does not take into

account the long range nature of the electromagnetic interaction. This long

range nature, if not taken cared of properly, manifests itself in Infrared

6)
divergences. The long range monopole-electron interaction is also known

to give rise to an n-dependent phase factor which reflects the non-scalar

nature of the S-matrlx in this theory. At this stage we can only hope

that our treatment of the ultraviolet problem will not be invalidated \>j

a, complete treatment of the infrared one . If a complete treatment of

the long range interaction does give rise to the above-mentioned n-dependent

phase factor this will not invalidate our claim of Lorentz invariance of

the theory since this phase is not observable.

In the use of the ISZ formulation the assumption of the existence

of free asymptotic states Is Inherent. This means that we assume the exis

tence of an n-independent pole in the full fermion propagators. [indeed if

such a pole does not exist the theory would contain only confined states and

so the study of scattering experiments would not make sense and our discussion

would be futile.]

We will confine ourselves to the case of a spin J electrically

charged particle with charge e and a spin i monopole with magnetic charge

g. We will see that for non-gauge-invariant fields it is the on shell

^ - matrix elements that are n-independent (Lorentz invariant). After

that we will discuss the vacuum polarization and charge, wave function and

vertex renormalization to all orders. Then a subtraction to all orders

is described and the finiteness of the resulting theory is discussed. We

also comment on the complications that arise when we renormalize the charges

because of the quantization condition. Afterwards a formal expansion in

closed particle loops is described and its subtraction along the same lines

is discussed. Finally we make some remarks stressing the assumptions made,

the casesnot discussed and possible work that can be done using a lattice

version of Zwanziger's action that is proposed.

We thank the referee for bringing this point to our attention.
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iT.. liEFINITION OP TMfc THEORY

"he manifestly I O C A I Zvan?..i s*er .".-, :,TI with Ihf incJusion of a gauge

i.̂ -.is;, i.en: -i.-ni matter fields is

I,

with C

<-AA'i\'' -
- ',.>! C w A. \ " + \ A--, r. : v -v -V\

and

S, -< (2-3)

where A and B» are independent vector potentials, n, an arbitrary but fixed

4-vector with n = 1, and ^ ( 4^) isa!/electrically (magnetically) charged

spin J matter field with electric (magnetic) charge <?1 = e(g2 = g), magnetic

(electric) charge g^ = 0(e2 = 0) and mass Vfl (WV) . The notation supresses

Lorentz indices e^.the scalar product of two 4-vectors CC and t is denoted

G(.b, OCAtjineans O. ̂  b v - CS. v t* and for a second rank tensor "^w the symbol

F.F means P ^ V . Also P w , ~ ̂  t ̂ J(;(rF is the dual of F^ v .

Variation of A and B gives the correct Maxwell equations and also

the gauge fixing equations

Variation of the charged fields gives the correct equations

(2.5)

i>'i.r_n tile notation /|. -1'r , /u - ;< and ~ - ' C - 1 Che free

t.; - f-, = o) nipa'-'^rors of Che gauge fields can be vcitten compactly in

momentum space as (Zwanziger ) .

-| _<1 |i:r1v+1 K,\J
 a^ -i- f ,,5- Of K ^ ^ ! " ^ : " " (2-6)

The nan-covariant perturbation e.ipansion that results from these propagators

and the Feynman rules as read-off directly from the Lagrangian can be shown

to be unitary and consisten".with the Faddeev-Popov formalism (Brandt and

b)
Keri ) .

III. PROOF OF ̂ -INDEPENDENCE OF THE £ - MATRIX

It is known that full Green's functions of gauge invariant operators,

like the currents, are n-independent. The same is not true for full Green's

functions of gauge non invariant operators, for example ^ and \^J, . What

holds in this case is that the corresponding £ - matrix elements are

n-independent. Details concerning the steps of the proof that are common

to the one for Green's functions of gauge invariant operators can be found

in the paper of Brandt, Neri and Zwanziger . Here we will only stress

the differences.

We introduce into the generating functional of Green's functions

source terms for the spinor fields. It is essential for the proof that

these source terms be gauge invariant. Such a gauge invariant source is

9)9
the path dependent source•

3.1)

where the integration is taken along a line ffom - »0 to the point x. This

source emits only single particles in lowest order and additional photons

in higher order. These new couplings of the source contribute only to ex-

ternal line renormalizations and not to the S - matrix. Me integrate out

- 4 -
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the spinor fields in the generating functional W n (, 0 '/and we express

thfe result as a functional integral over classical particle paths. We make

a change of variables from the Zwanziger classical particle action to the

Schwinger - Yan non local classical particle action. It is at this stage

that the gauge invariance of the source is needed. Only if we integrate

gauge invariant quantities the change of variable in the path integral can

8)' V

be done without complications . After that we perform the change of inte-

gration variable A~*/VVd>\ , where j)i is a singular function depending on

n and such that the gauge transformation A "^ A+^}v in the Schwinger - Yan

action is equivalent to the change V\ —> n . Then ve move the "string"

o w n . Using the invar ianc.e of the dA measure under the change A -* f\ •+ 3^

we see that X/Vy^ (J 'jdifters from ^ ^ ( ^ J 'Jonly in effective couplings of

the source ^ '- with the gauge and spinor fields depending on n. When we

cut the external legs according to the standard reduction procedure, from

the graphs that these new couplings give rise to, only the contributions

of those survive which have a pole in the physical mass of the ^ , So the

wave function renoriaalization constant of ^depends on n but not the S ~

matrix. This in particular has as a consequence that when J?-»1V(physical)

the full '^- propagator has the form

IV. RBGULAKIZA.TION

1 •

-L -V regular terms ? (3-2;

where the wave function renormalization "i L depends on n. The situation1

is parallel to the gauge dependence of Z ^ i n ordinary gauge theories.

The introduction of the regulators of Reference 5 does not change

anything.

5)
The easiest regulator to work with give the (AA) and (BB)

propagators multiplied by

\

where A is a cutoff parameter with the dimensions of mass and the mixed pro-

pagator, unregularized, in combination with Gupta regulators (auxiliary

matter fields some of which obey the wrong statistics) for closed particle

loops. They are sufficient. With these regulators everything we say can

be repeated in their presence, since they do not introduce any complicated

new n-dependence. The more complicated regulators that regularize the mixed

propagator too are very difficult to work with. But since they render the

theory finite and keep the proof of n-independence their use presents no

problem. With them of course the expressions that we will obtain will be

much more complicated and extra spurious n-dependence will appear. This

extra n-dependence however should not be regarded as invalidating -the

arguments based on n-cancellation. These extra n-dependent terms1 disappear

when the cut-off goes to infinity and obviously cannot cancel any n in the

original theory (unless something pathological happens when we sum the infi-

nite aeries of terms to all orders). So although we will present arguments

using the unregularized form of the theory the presence of regulators will

always be understood.

- 5 -



V. VACUUM POLARIZATION

Let us first use the theorem of n-independence of the full Green's

functions of the electric and magnetic current ( J and J<̂  w respectively)

in order to find the form of the full gauge boson propagators. The full

Green's function of two electric currents ("T^X,!^)") represented by

is of the form L {'J ̂  K ~ Kp H•,}\_f *"* fusing the gauge invariance and

n-independetice to all orders. The full Green's function of two magnetic

currents \ T ( ]?(« i>J)/ represented fay

is of the form ^.(^prfK1- '^ K,} D ( W O for the same reasons. The same

holds for the full Green's function of one electric and one magnetic current

T?O ^ represented by

and having the form L ('•J VK*~- HhK^FCt-f). The scalar functions C, D and F do

not depend on n. The external legs are amputated everywhere.

The full (AA) propagator denoted D takes the following con-

tributions

\J — •"•'~'\ W " " v - ••'- •••-'"v- ' -\ r~.^r-

- 7 -

where the external legs are not amputated. Because of current conservation

the terms proportional to K^ in the expressions of the blobs can be dropped.

The last two terms cancel each other since the mixed propagator is antisym-

metric in its free indices and even in ^^(momentum) and \ I ( -*), l\v/ / is

symmetric in u. and v and even in K •*(momentum). The three first termB

give

• +

(5.2)

wbere " T « v " d f x

The same steps give

Terms proportional to fc« have been dropped.

n - V f 1 + + C (̂ ) v (5-3)

We see that the full (AA) and (BB) propagators are string dependent

and not multiplicatively renormalizable. This makes obvious the fact that

the theory cannot be perturbatively renormalizable in the strict sense,

i^.without introduction of counterterms of different form than the terms

originally present. The trouble in this case is that if we put even a finite

number of counterterms of different form than the original tarns the thaory

stops being Lorentz invariant to all orders. So unless the string dependant

terms effectively disappear the theory cannot be subtracted.

A problem related to the string dependence of the full (AA) and

propagators is the definition of the screening of electric and magnetic

charges due to vacuum polarization. This screening is • physical

- 8 -



Lind should not be atrir.g-tlependent. The best -.-a.iidi.tL-sr-• Cos- the obji-.ci cor-

responding to Che usual '' ̂  of QEi) is tha I. L C + -.; iflultiplying the Kuv) term

i.-f both propagators at V'. - O . If we justify properly Lhio choice

we will, have proved in a new, proba.!;1 y much easier, way the result obtained

10) _
by Schwinger in 1966 that the electric and magat:ti<i charges acquire the

fi;iiae rcnormalization due to vacuum polarisation. In fact Schwinger proved

this result under a stronger quantization condition for the charges {which

would allow the change of the position of the string) and assuming that the

string is not parallel to r i ''ue connecting thera, Here in contrast we

make use of the string independence of the theory.

Consider the sum of all graphs to all orders contributing to a

physical process, eg. e-e scattering, with all external legs cut according

to the reduction formula, and on-shell. According to the theorem proved

in Section III this sum is n-independent. Since we consider the sura of

graphs to all orders we can replace every gauge boson propagator by a full

propagator. Then each (AA) and (BB) propagator has the form given above.

Tht string bit will cancel according to the theorem and the full propagator

will be effectively proportional to ̂ v - In fact this is correct, we believe,

given that there seems to be no possibility of a remainder from the terms

containing the combination T j ^ to survive. This is so since there are no

^ in the numerator anywhere in the expressions for the graphs except in

terms containing a Levi-Civita tensor. But there, for each n in the nume-

rator there is an n in the denominator and so no n-excess. Two 6^vpiy^ fc°"

can be contracted, but in this case they give exactly the combination TJA-V

After all it is from this kind of contraction that this combination was

initially created. One could argue that if we do not see v\^ Y\v as

being always associated with a ^ ^ v , free T\*S exist upstairs. Doing

- 9 -

ca lcu la t ions ;;f ' h i s V.ind •«'£ cannot reach any cLinrlusion. He can only make-

file probieiE impossible. The correct way to see it is to recognize that >-* /

cannot be cancelled leaving an n-independent remnant and, since

appears with ij^/ » it must be cancelled completely too. The only source

of danger seems to be the summation of an infinite number of terms. We

make the reasonable, we believe, assumption that nothing pathological will

happen when we sum all these terms. So the (AA) and (BB) full propagators

are effectively the same which means that they are multiplicatively renar-

malizable.

We define 2 o •=. 1_-V C f 0' + Q (o) . w e also define renormaliieii

(AA) and (BB) propagators by

and renormalized charges by

This amounts to defining a renormalized photon field by

(5.5)

We see that the renormalizatioti of these propagators can be absorbed into

a renormalization of the charges at the vertices connected through these

propagators. Both charges are renormalized in the same way due to vacuum

polarization.

Once the contribution of vacuum polarization to charge renarmaliza-

tion has been defined in such'a-way as to absorb the photon field renormali—

zation, the renormalization of the mixed propagator is also bound to be the

same as that of the(AA)

- 10 -



.-.nd ( B B j p i o p d i ' a t i M i - if ... :ii-„ L .,-;!it I'-' i a i . r o . ' • ' : ! ; ;:<>i":[ ex V ••.-:... Cfil '• li.

-pi; . ' I t h e 1,1'rer.t.z invar i a n c e . T h i s i s 50 s i n i e '.he. A. av. i : iii'.-•.. s i i s

e s s e n t i a l l y oiie f i p J d , i±r photc : ; l i e l d . Wt- t u r n now :.c Lhe i.-^nuui ^ ; . ion of

the f u l l ir 'Xfd p rop i iga to r i n o r d e r t o set; i i r h i s ranoi.mali.K:it ion i:<

s u f f i c i e n t 1.2 remove tha i i t i i n i t y uf the r;;i- ' -L O£ the. p o l a « t <?•.' = O.

- 'A CT ,- •':. j i mixed propagator (AB) lU-.ioted _j y / inclu'les the following

contributions

V

(5.7)

The three first terms give a contribution proportional to the tree mixed

propagator

f

The last term is identically zero. The reason for that is that all graphs

contributing to it have an odd number of mixed propagators and so an odd

number of c|,vc.,j'
v K̂ terms because of Furry's theorem . An odd number of

^V>JPC cannot be contracted completely. One o£ them at least should

survive the contractions. But by the n-independence theorem, £ cannot

appear in the final answer for \ I IT^Kv',/ So '~(Kjis identically zero.

Since \*( \C] is zero the mixed propagator is multiplicatively renormalizaljle

2

and has the exact correction in order to have a finite residue at K = 0

after renormalization. We see that we could have defined the photon field

and charge renonaalization starting from the mixed propagator. We also

see that as happens with the (AA) and (BB) propagators the mixed propagator

renormalization can be absorbed into equal renormalization of the electric

and magnetic charges at the vertices connected by the mixed propagator.

If F \y^\ were not zero a new term — SLlii' p (. t l) would con-

tribute to the full mixed propagator and the theory would be subtractable

•) This argument is due to J. Strathdee.

- 11 -

only it. Fto) floti Z, were relatively finite.

We can chtck now that tiiis definition of Z is the correct one and

consistent with the reduction formula for cutting external photop. legs of

Green's functions if. order to obtain j - matrix elements. We consider a

process in which, among other things happening, an external photon is

attached to a charged particle line. The reduction formula, as far as the

photon leg is concerned, takes the form:

'Z..

where V., ~ A \* , ^ p ~ ^ I* / ^ t " ' i s t h e Averse propagator as a

2 x 2 matrix and Vext i s a w a v e f u n c t i o n £ o r t h e ^ r i e l d satisfying the

equation:

(A V v (5-10)

The solution can be taken of the form \_ T with -̂- orthogonal to

•a^ and yC and f orthogonal to f . f and f are not zero only if K = 0

so that A and B really describe photons. Because the action of V p y L

on the inverse propagator creates a zero at K = 0 only corrections to (AA),

(B3) and (AB) propagators having a pole at K = 0 can contribute to Z .

This guarantees that the string dependent terms proportional to ~Tuy

in the full (AA) and (BB) propagators do not contribute to vacuum polari-

zation, consistently with the definition we gave before.

- 12 -



VI. PROPER VERTICES AND FERMION PROPAGATORS

We consider first the sum of proper vertex parts with an A field

external leg and two electrically charged external matterfield legs (fig 1).

We regard it as embedded in a sum of larger graphs with all kinds of

corrections to all orders and with their external legs cut and on shell

(fig 2). According to the theorem of n-independence all string dependence

from the latter sum of graphs drops. Since the sum of proper vertex parta

of fig 1 contains all graphs to all orders we can replace all gauge boson

propagators with full ones. We know that all n-dependence of this full

vertex will disappear as a part of the extensive cancellations that take

place between the graphs contributing to fig 2. For example some n-de-

pendence in the vertex under consideration might cancel some n-dependence

this __
in another part of the larger graph. With justification we drop the In^

terms in the full (AA) and (BB) propagators and the (:̂  jf. 0- A
1* ̂ "~ after

all possible contractions of - have taken place, since contractions of

this kind can leave n-independence pieces.Now, after neglecting terms that

should cancel, the vertex reduceJto a sum of n-independent QED-like graphs

and so, just as in QED, when p'~>p with p 2 = ta^ (JT|is the mass of the fer-

r-l
mion)they will have the torn VT <Jp, where G is a constant.

Analogous things happen in connection wi£h_ the full fermion propa-

gator. In fact there is a correspondence between graphs contributing to the

fermion proper self energy and the proper vertex part before and after

neglecting n-dependence that will cancel. This correspondence is the usual

Ward identity. When the fermion line is on shell the full propagator behaves^

U
neglecting n-dependence that will drop, like - p ? — . The Ward identity

guarantees that G » H.

So in a sense the infinity of the vertex that survives the n-cancel-

lations will be cancelled by the infinities of the full nearby propagators

that survive the n-cancellations. In any on shell sum of graphs to all

orders and amputated according to the reduction formula the fermion propa-

gators and the A-fermion-£ermion verices "renormalize" each other and the

infinities of the full gauge boson propagators are absorbed into charge

renormalization. This is exactly the situation in ordinary QED if we forget

the lack of complications due to the string.

Of course we should remember that we have already defined the wave

function renormalization for the full fermion propagator. It is an

n-dependent Z,(n) that we have used in order to cut the n-dependene external

fermion legs according to the reduction formula. After these lags are cut

the S ~ matrix becomes n-independent and the rest of the arguments are appli-

cable. The two pictures, in external legs and inside the graph, that we

have described approach each other if we adopt the following formal renor-

malization definitions. The renormalized full Yj_ propagator i > m is

defined by £ ft - ^ 1 with -S, the unrenorraalized full ty propagator and

7̂ 1

the renormalized full proper A - VV ( - ^ , vertex Tj, fj is reUtad

to the unrenormalized one L, by the relation 1 ̂  f> ~ Z j Vu • Tl1* Ch»rt«t

do not get any new renormalization beyond that coming from vacuua polari-

zation. In this way we cut the external legs correctly, w« don't

any additional charge renormalization as we saw happening t«*t>>* th*

and we do not destroy the balance of infinities h#tv**i\ th* v*rt** •***

- 13 -



nearby propagators.

These results could have been obtained formally/applying the

Ward identity relating the proper vertex and the fermion proper self energy

while ignoring the n-dependence. The result would be the old Z - Z

relation of QED (Z1 is the vertex renormalization) which we saw to be

effectively correct.

The 5 ~ ' ^ ~ ^ vertex and l^ propagator can be

treated in exactly the same way.

Fermion mass renormalization presents no problem. A renormalized

mass can be defined by W\ ft - /r,i'5
Vv"l and Ŝ w, can be fixed such that the

pole of the full fermion propagator be found in the right place.

A new complication that arises in this theory is the f\-'\\i?- ^y

and (J>^v^_ '^ vertices. These vertices do not exist in tree graphs but

are created in higher orders. If these proper vertices are overall divergent

and need an overall subtraction the theory is in trouble since we have no

counterterms for them. Fortunately gauge and charge conjugation symmetries

save it. Graphs contributing to the G ~ T ~ H"t proper vertex parts are

like the ones of figure 3,

at zero momentum transfer to the photon. These proper vertices will there-

fore be treated as skeletons.

The Ward identity relates the sum of these graphs when p - f/ and on shell

to the derivative of the graph of figure 4 which is zero by Furry's theorem

This means that we don't need an overall subtraction of this proper vertex

11)

VII. SUBTRACTION AND FINITENESS

- 15 -

We consider the sum of all graphs to all orders contributing to a

given physical process with the external legs cut and replaced with wave

functions according to the reduction formula and on shell. We know that at

this stage the n's cancel. We make the renormalizations described in Che

previous sections at the same time to all orders. The renormalization con-

stants are now multiple infinite power series in the coupling constants

with coefficients depending on each other. In QED we get something like :

that to all orders but with the important difference that we can start from.

lowcr -orders and construct the whole series in steps. Here w« cannot say

the same since at this stage we only know that the n-cancellation occurs

only when we sum an infinite series of graphs, and so we have to subtract

the theory that results after this cancellation. Also in QED each graph

either is primitively divergent and needs an overall subtraction, or is not

and is finite given that in both cases all self energy and proper vertex

part insertions are made finite in a previous step. Here the difference is

that there is no previous step. All steps have to be taken at the sam«

time.

If we have a look at the Feynman rules of the Zwanziger theory we

can see that they give rise to graphs with the sane structure aa in QED and

with the same kind of infinities. In this theory we also Tnave Ward Identities

of the same form as in QED. These two facts guarantee that ona subtrac-

tion as described is enough to make the theory finite. The complication <st

this theory is due to the fact that we have, in finite orders, infinities

that need counter terms with different tensor structure th«n tlw t*H(*

- 16 -
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„„,,..,, (;»>i IIS *̂'.' <jti-n;:';'t ir.) infinir ic:-; r\r.. t>v ĥef1.;̂ .: :-.eilat ion cou;i

tfiifls of (Ins kiiul !ire not netdect anyrno'-e.

:.Mi lAlHENTZ INVARIANCE OF THE SUBTRACTED THEORY

According to the renormalization program discussed in Lhe previous

suctions we renormalize each vector boson propagator by dividing with an

r.-indeper.dent constant Z , ĉiti L :;h charges by multiplying the bare ones with

{ Z.-J • Each fermion prci^gacor is renormalized by dividing with an

n-dependent constant Z n(n). Multiplication with the same constant renormali-

zes the vertex of two fermion lines and one line of the vector field coup-

ling to this fermion. There is also a mass countertenu

Among all these renormalization constants only the wave function

renormalization of the fermions is n-dependent. This should be so in order

to remove the n-dependent external leg corrections and leave the S -matrix

n-independent. By renormalizing the corresponding vertices multiplying them

with the inverse of this n-dependent constant we make sure that the whole

subtraction scheme does lead to a Lorentz invariant subtracted theory,

IX. CHARGE RENORMALIZATION AND DIRAC'S QUANTIZATION CONDITION

With the definitions I Z ^ S , - £ p and 1J2.-j<5~ a% w e k e eP

^ £ and c|)£ finite and fixed and the whole cutoff dependence goes to the

bare charges e and g. But the bare charges satisfy Dirac's quantization

condition.

A ^zOj+ljt^.,. (10-1)

:kn proof of n-cancellation of the S ~ matrix uses this condition in an

unavoidable way, ami the whole subtraction is based on this cancellation.

tls also -Jiiat to keep this condition for the renormalized charges if we want

the renoraialiaed theory to give reasonable predictions. Both these require-

ments can be satisfied if the bare chargeSgo to infinity as the cutoff goes

cc infinity. We believe that this is not an absurd assumption given our

experience with QED, In this case we require that the renormalized charges

satisfy the condition and we also leave the bare ones to go to infinity in

such a way that they also satisfy the condition. This can be done if we

introduce a descrete cutoff which is allowed to take only those values for

which _J3 is an integer. In a sense we renormalize the integer present

in Dirae's condition and let the bare "n go to infinity through integer values.

If it should happen, for some reason that we cannot explain_,that the infini-

ties cancel and the bare charges remain finite the theory would still make

sense if Z^ is a ratio of appropriate integers TIf even that does not happen

we have no answer to the problem.

X. THE EXPANSION IN CLOSED FEKMIOK LOOPS

Up to this point we have been considering sums of graphs to all

orders because our subtraction program wa9 based on the n-cancellation.

It is true nevertheless that the n-cancellation theorem asserts something

even stronger, namely that this cancellation takelplace even if we don't

sum all the graphs contributing to a given process to all orders, but only
all graphs with a given number~of closed fermion loops

and all radiative corrections . Everything we have said using the sum

of graphs to all order carries through if we consider the aum of graphs with

a fixed number of closed fermion loops and all radiative corrections. The

only reason we didn't do it from the beginning is that, in our opinion, the

argument to all orders can be presented in an easier way. Of course nov the

- 17 - - 18 -



!. L ,-ilv.^uld he n o t a d t h a t zhz ^ k p ^ n s i o n in c!c;V . r eu i i . ^LiloL>ps i •? uc :

t t r t s u n a b i e one ai i icn v.>ie number of cio:;i 'd t e n d o n ;e;jps J v a i :JC I. h j . ' - •• •• :

'..io '•'L i h ~he s i z u U.L t h e c o n t r i b u t i o n . ' - "-•£ if i s ; - : c h n i c ^ i l y s - d t i ^ r y -

g L •. . %•?. ;^ .c tor of t h e t h e o r y which i s I,CL£L\>~.Z i n v a r i a n t i s sub t i iictat-J t:.

XI. REMARKS

the
1) if in^quasi-static li;it:v nl ht charge- mor.opole scattering a

low energy theorem is true saying ~'aat the. i/hole .implitude reduces Co the

graph with one mixed propagator exchanged between the physical (renormalized)

charges, then, since the answer should be n-independcnt (like the whole

amplitude), it must be exactly zero given that F = 0. This would be a pre-

diction of the theory in agreement with the classical result that a static

charge does not feel the magnetic field,

2) In order to avoid misunderstandings we would like again to stress

the assumptions we have made which we belive are very reasonable, a) The

infinite summation and the removal of the regulators are interchangeable

b) The string dependent terms proportional to Tiv/ ^n the full (AA) and

(BB) gauge boson propagators will cancel completely in spite of the infinite

sums of graphs invoved in the cancellation procedure, c) The n-cancella-

tion respects the Ward identities,

3) We have covered only the case of spin | particles with only one

type of charge. The only difficulty, as far as we can see, that the inclu-

sion of dyons might give rise to is the F term in the full mixed propagator.

This F would still be zero if independent electric and magnetic charge con-

jugation is a symmetry. The theory can still be subtracted if F and Z

are relatively finite. We have not dealt with the spin-0 matter field case.

- 19 -

•j,i f;vi.rvising u~ have discussed in this paper involves aums of an

iii:i ".s u^^ibti' </.. »•.r.ifh/3 sii-i so new techniques have to develop in order to

.-tiC?- foy ir.fe:-:;.:. i i ;r. fr.j-j) this theory. All the complications seem to

LL:P. troci 1 he p-esenc^ or the string that breaks the manifest Larentz

ants of the Zwsaziger Lagrangian. Over the last few years much atten-
12)

t i.on is being paid to the lattice formulation of gauge theories which

provides a means of non-perturbative treatment. The lattice formulation

aacrifices explicit Lorentz invariance but this does not seem to be so

important in our theory since it does not have it anyway. That is why we

believe it is not so crazy to write down a lattice version of Zwanziger's

action that yields in the "naive" limit of zero lattice spacing the correct

continuum Zwanziger action. It is possible that if the theory is solved

on the lattice and the correct quantum continuum limit is taken using

renoroalization group techniques, the full quantum theory will he string-

independent .

In the lattice version the gauge fields live on the links of the

lattice. Anv means that the object A lives on the link between the site n

and the site n + V where V is the unit vector in the V direction, tn our

notation o( is the lattice spacing and we have chosen the string as a unit

vector along the time axis. We will confine ourselves to one fermion with

both types of charge. We define the following symbols.

n

^ ri

- 20 -



The lattice action that we propose is

This lattice action has the symmetries:

a)

(ii)

.A

°<

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

•'6)

T)

8)

9)

(iv)

In order to get the naive continuum limit we assume that when a(—? O 14Jv1'-("̂ s ] \U

and A^u'"-' ' nl*\°i)with no( = x.V»fe expand in powers of c< keeping only terms

up to order ^ (higher powers will not survive the °( -0 limit) and using

M -̂  z. (̂ -̂i we get Zwanziger's action in Euclidean space.
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